WORLD BOOK E-BOOKS LICENCE
FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS
World Book Inc., a company having its registered office at 233 North Michigan Ave, Suite 2000
Chicago, Illinois 60601 ("Publisher").
OFFERS to you, the Licensee and where applicable Authorised Schools, permission to access the
Licensed Work and use such material only on the terms and conditions as set out in this Licence.
Acceptance of this Licence will be by receipt of the Order Confirmation Email (Publisher) (as
hereafter defined) by the Publisher as part of the JCS Online Ordering Service (as hereafter defined).
Acceptance shall be acceptance of all terms and conditions of this Licence and no variation or
counter offer will be accepted by the Publisher. In the event that no or partial compliance is made as
to the manner or form described for acceptance, no licence will be granted and this offer is deemed
withdrawn.
RECITALS
WHEREAS World Book eBooks is an expanding collection of over 100 titles containing multimedia
features such as video, audio, and games and delivered on a interactive platform with unlimited
simultaneous access to the entire collection.
WHEREAS World Book eBooks and all Intellectual Property Rights (as hereafter defined) therein are
owned by or licensed to the Publisher;
AND WHEREAS JCS Online Resources Limited is a private limited company incorporated on
7 December 2010 to (1) negotiate licences with publishers and electronic content providers for
access to and use of online resources for organisations and Schools engaged in the provision or
support of education and learning, (2) secure subscriptions on behalf of publishers and electronic
content providers from organisations and Schools engaged in the provision or support of education
and learning;
AND WHEREAS the Publisher has agreed with JCS Online Resources Limited in World Book eBooks
Agreement between JCS Online Resources Limited and the Publisher to use this Licence as the model
for any agreement between the Publisher and a subscribing organisation in relation to the Offer
agreed between JCS Online Resources Limited and the Publisher as attached to this Licence in
Annex 1.
IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS:
1. DEFINITIONS
1.1.

In this Licence, the following expressions shall have the following meanings:

“Authorised Users”

means pupils, members of staff and trainee teachers of the
Licensee and/or an Authorised School who are authorised
by the Licensee or such school to access its information
services whether on-site or off-site via Secure
Authentication.

"Authorised School"

means an Eligible School that is listed in the Form attached
to the Licence and is covered by the Fee, for as long as the
Licence remains in effect;

"Commercial Use"

means use of the Licensed Work for the purpose of
monetary reward (whether by or for the Licensee, an
Authorised School or an Authorised User) by means of the
sale, resale, loan, transfer, hire or other form of exploitation
of the Licensed Work. For the avoidance of doubt, neither
the recovery of direct cost by the Licensee or an Authorised
School from Authorised Users, nor use by the Licensee, an
Authorised School or Authorised Users of the Licensed Work
in the course of research funded by a commercial
organisation is deemed to constitute Commercial Use
provided that the Licensed Material itself is not actually
used for any monetary reward or commercial purpose.

"Educational Purposes"

means for the purpose of education, teaching, distance
learning, private study, and/or research.

"Eligible Schools"

means any primary school in the United Kingdom which is
funded by a local authority in England or by the devolved
administration of Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales,
Academies funded by the Department for Education in
England, and privately funded independent preparatory
schools in the United Kingdom.

"Fees"

means the fees as set out in Annex 1.

"Form"

means the form used by JCS Online Resources Limited as
part of the JCS online ordering service. A sample copy of the
form is attached to this Licence in Annex 2. Once the
completed form has been received by the JCS online
ordering service, an Order Confirmation Email (Publisher)
will be sent to the Publisher by JCS repeating the
information on the form regarding the name of the
Licensee, the resource, the preferred access method, the
start and end date of the subscription period and
confirming the date on which the Licensee accepted the
terms and conditions of the Licence.

"Intellectual Property Rights"

means patents, trademarks, trade names, design rights,
copyright (including rights in computer software and moral
rights), database rights, rights in know-how and other
intellectual property rights, in each case whether registered
or unregistered and including applications for the grant of
any of the foregoing and all rights or forms of protection
having equivalent or similar effect to any of the foregoing
which may subsist anywhere in the world.

“Licensee”

means an Authorised Institution or an organisation that
enters into the Licence with the Publisher on behalf of an
Authorised Institution.

"Licensed Work"

means the product licensed in this Licence known to the
parties as World Book eBooks an expanding collection of
over 100 titles containing multimedia features such as
video, audio, and games and delivered on a interactive
platform with unlimited simultaneous access to the entire
collection.

"Offer"

means the Offer as agreed between JCS Online Resources
and the Publisher in the World Book eBooks Licence which
is attached in Annex 1 hereto.

"Order Confirmation Email
(Publisher)"

means the email to the Publisher, sent by JCS Online
Resources Limited after the Licensee has completed the
Form, confirming that the Licensee has placed the order,
the resource, the preferred access method, the start and
end date of the subscription period, list of Authorised
Schools, where applicable, and that the Licensee has agreed
to the terms and conditions of the Licence. The email from
JCS Online Resources Limited will also contain the name and
email address of the Primary Contact and Technical Contact
as supplied by the Licensee.

"Secure Authentication"

means access to the Licensed Work by Internet Protocol
(“IP”) ranges, Referring URL, Username and Password, or by
another means of authentication agreed in writing between
the Publisher and the Licensee from time to time.

"Secure Network"

means a network which is only accessible by Secure
Authentication.

1.2.

Headings contained in this Licence are for reference purposes only and shall not be
deemed to be an indication of the meaning of the clause to which they relate.

1.3.

Where the context so implies, words importing the singular number shall include the
plural and vice versa and words importing the masculine shall include the feminine and
vice versa.

2. GRANT OF LICENCE
2.1.

In consideration for the Fee, the Publisher hereby grants the Licensee a non-exclusive
non-transferable licence to access and use the Licensed Work and to allow its
Authorised Users (and where applicable Authorised Schools and their Authorised Users)
to access and use the Licensed Work on the terms and conditions as set out in this
Licence.

3. USE OF THE LICENSED WORK

3.1.

Throughout the term of this Licence, the Licensee, and Authorised Schools may for
Educational Purposes only:
3.1.1.

make such temporary local electronic copies of the Licensed Work as are
necessary to ensure efficient use by Authorised Users, provided that such
use is subject to all the terms and conditions of this Licence;

3.1.2.

allow Authorised Users to access the Licensed Work by Secure
Authentication in order to search, retrieve, display and view, and otherwise
use portions thereof;

3.1.3.

allow Authorised Users to electronically save parts of the Licensed Work;

3.1.4.

allow Authorised Users to print out copies of parts of the Licensed Work;

3.1.5.

provide single printed or electronic copies of parts of the Licensed Work at
the request of individual Authorised Users;

3.1.6.

incorporate parts of the Licensed Work for use by Authorised Users in,
resource lists and teaching materials to be used in the course of classroom
instruction. Each item shall carry appropriate acknowledgement of the
source, listing title and copyright owner. Materials in non-electronic nonprint perceptible form, such as Braille, may also be offered to Authorised
Users, when required to meet DDA requirements;

3.1.7.

allow Authorised Users to incorporate parts of the Licensed Work in printed
or electronic form in assignments and portfolios, theses and coursework
(“the Academic Works”), including reproductions of the Academic Works for
personal use, if such use conforms to the customary and usual practice of
the Authorised School provided that by so doing parts of the Licensed Work
will not be accessible to persons who are not Authorised Users except that
reproductions in printed or electronic form of Academic Works may be
provided to examining bodies or as part of portfolios submitted to higher or
further education institutions for assessment. Each item shall carry
appropriate acknowledgement of the source, listing title and copyright
owner;

3.1.8.

display, download and print parts of the Licensed Work for the purpose of
promotion of the Licensed Work, testing of the Licensed Work, or for
training Authorised Users;

3.1.9.

publicly display or publicly perform parts of the Licensed Work as part of a
presentation at a seminar, conference, or workshop, or other such similar
activity for educational use;

3.1.10.

allow Authorised Users who have incorporated parts of the Licensed Work in
teaching materials to use those materials in delivering a course of
instruction in any School classroom at which they may be employed. Each

item shall carry appropriate acknowledgement of the source, listing title and
copyright owner; and
3.1.11.

3.2.

make such copies of training material and network such training material as
may be required for the purpose of providing training in the use of the
Licensed Work in accordance with this Licence.

This Licence shall be deemed to complement and extend the rights of the Licensee,
Authorised Schools and Authorised Users under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act
1988 and the Copyright (Visually Impaired Persons) Act 2002 and nothing in this Licence
shall constitute a waiver of any statutory rights held by the Licensee, Authorised
Schools and Authorised Users from time to time under these Acts or any amending
legislation.

4. RESTRICTIONS
4.1.

Save as provided herein, the Licensee, Authorised Schools and Authorised Users may
not:
4.1.1.

sell or resell the Licensed Work unless the Licensee, an Authorised School or
an Authorised User has been granted prior written consent by the Publisher
to do so;

4.1.2.

remove, obscure or modify copyright notices, text acknowledging or other
means of identification or disclaimers as they appear;

4.1.3.

alter, adapt or modify the Licensed Work, except to the extent necessary to
make it perceptible on a computer screen, or as otherwise permitted in this
Licence. For the avoidance of doubt, no alteration of the words or their
order is permitted;

4.1.4.

display or distribute any part of the Licensed Work on any electronic
network, including without limitation the Internet and the World Wide Web,
and any other distribution medium now in existence or hereinafter created,
other than by a Secure Network; permission to include Licensed content in
the course of instruction using virtual and managed environments (including
but not limited to E-Reserves, virtual and/or distance learning environments,
managed learning environments, virtual research environments and library
environments), and/or course packs, are not included under the terms of
this license. Due to licensing issues involving, but not limited to image rights,
World Book, Inc. prefers to review such requests on an individual basis.
Please submit all requests for such use to the Publisher for consideration on
a case-by-case basis;

4.1.5.

use all or any part of the Licensed Work for any Commercial Use or for any
purpose other than Educational Purposes;

4.1.6.

"deep-link" to the Sites, meaning that you will not create, post, display,
publish or distribute any link to any page other than the front (home) page

of the Sites for any purpose, unless specifically authorized by World Book in
writing to do so. If you do want to link to the Sites in any manner, please
contact the Publisher at help@worldbook.com to seek approval.

4.2.

4.1.7.

create any frames at any other Web Sites(s) pertaining to or using any of the
Content for any purpose, unless specifically authorized by World Book in
writing to do so;

4.1.8.

violate or attempt to violate the security of the Sites. Accordingly, you agree
not to: access data or materials not intended for you; log into a server or
account which you are not authorized to access; attempt to probe, scan or
test the vulnerability of a system or network or service to any user, host or
network, including without limitation, by means of submitting a virus to the
Sites, overloading, "flooding", "mailbombing" or "crashing" the Sites.
Violations of system or network security may result in civil or criminal
liability. World Book reserves the right to investigate occurrences which may
involve such violations and may involve, and cooperate with, law
enforcement authorities in prosecuting users who have participated in such
violations. You understand that data and communications, including e-mail
and other electronic communications, may be accessed by unauthorized
third parties when communicated over the Internet.

4.1.9.

use of any tools, programs, robotic algorithms or products to automatically
download or "spider" the Sites or any of the pages of the Sites infringes on
World Book's and/or its licensors' copyrights

This Clause 4 shall survive termination of this Licence for any reason.

5. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE LICENSEE
5.1.

The Licensee will or where applicable cause Authorised Schools to:
5.1.1.

issue passwords or other access information only to Authorised Users and
use all reasonable efforts to ensure that Authorised Users do not divulge
their passwords or other access information to any third party;

5.1.2.

use all reasonable efforts to ensure that only Authorised Users are
permitted access to the Licensed Work;

5.1.3.

use best efforts to ensure that all Authorised Users are made aware of and
undertake to abide by the terms of this Licence;

5.1.4.

use all reasonable efforts to monitor compliance and notify the Publisher
immediately and provide full particulars on becoming aware of any of the
following (a) any unauthorised use of any of Licensee’s and/or the
Authorised School's password(s); or (b) any breach by an Authorised User of
the terms of this Licence. Upon becoming aware of any breach of the terms
of this Licence the Licensee further agrees promptly to cause the Authorised
School to fully investigate and initiate disciplinary procedures in accordance

with the Licensee’s or Authorised School's standard practice and use all
reasonable effort to ensure that such activity ceases and to prevent any
recurrence;

6.

5.1.5.

comply with all computer security procedures required by Publisher and
take all reasonable steps to ensure the security of the Licensed Work; and

5.1.6.

provide to the Publisher the necessary access information such as lists of
valid IP addresses or a Referring URL, and update the Publisher when there
is a change.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF PUBLISHER
6.1.

The Publisher shall use the information provided to it by JCS Online Resources Ltd for
the fulfilment of this subscription in accordance with all applicable laws concerning the
protection of personal information and in compliance with the General Data Protection
Regulation. The Publisher shall keep this information for as long as required to fulfil the
Licensee’s subscription.

6.2.

The Publisher shall ensure access and use of the Licensed Work in accordance with this
Licence.

6.3.

The Publisher shall cause product support to be provided to the Licensee, Authorised
Schools and Authorised Users.

6.4.

The Publisher shall send an email or other documentation with access instructions to
the Licensee or where applicable to Authorised Schools within two working days after
receiving the Order Confirmation Email (Publisher) from JCS Online Resources Limited
that the terms and conditions of the Licence have been accepted.

7. USAGE DATA
7.1.

The parties shall supply data on usage of the Licensed Work that is available to them
during the term of this Licence. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties shall neither
assemble nor provide data from which an individual user could be identified.

8. FEE
8.1.

The Licensee will pay the Fee to the Publisher through JCS Online Resources Limited for
the rights granted to the Licensed Work in the amount and upon terms as set out in
Annex 1. The Publisher has instructed JCS Online Resources Limited to issue invoices to
Authorised Schools or the Licensee in respect of the Fee.

9. TERM AND TERMINATION
9.1.

The term of this Licence will commence upon the start date as set out in the Form and
will remain in full force and effect until terminated by the Licensee by giving the
Publisher and JCS Resources Limited 2 months notice before the annual renewal date.

9.2.

The Publisher may terminate this Licence by giving two (2) months’ written notice to
the Licensee to that effect prior to the annual renewal date, with a copy to JCS Online
Resources Limited.

9.3.

Either party may terminate this Licence at any time on the material breach or repeated
other breaches by the other of any obligation on its part under this Licence by serving a
written notice on the other identifying the nature of the breach. The termination will
become effective thirty days after receipt of the written notice unless during the
relevant period of thirty (30) days the defaulting party remedies the breach forthwith
by written notice to the other party.

9.4.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, this Licence will be treated as if
terminated if the World Book eBooks Agreement between the Publisher and JCS Online
Resources terminates, until either party remedies any breach. JCS Online Resources will
notify the Licensee of such termination and when any breach is remedied.

9.5.

Upon termination of this Licence by the Licensee due to a material breach or repeated
other breaches by the Publisher, the Publisher will reimburse the Licensee a pro rata
proportion of the Fee paid by the Licensee for the unexpired period of this Licence.

9.6.

Upon termination of this Licence, copies of parts of the Licensed Work made by the
Authorised Schools or Authorised Users may be retained. Print copies may be used after
termination of this Licence subject to the terms of Clauses 3 and 4 of this Licence, which
terms shall survive any termination of this Licence. The use of electronic copies after
termination of this Licence requires the authorisation from the Publisher (and no such
use shall be made without such authorisation nor will it be unreasonably withheld by a
publisher) and the conditions of use are not subject to this Licence.

10. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
10.1.

The Licensee acknowledges that all Intellectual Property Rights in the Licensed Work are
the sole and exclusive property of the Publisher or are duly licensed to the Publisher
and that this Licence does not assign or transfer to the Licensee any right, title or
interest therein except for the right to use the Licensed Work in accordance with the
terms and conditions of this Licence.

10.2.

The Licensee acknowledges and agrees that the Publisher may suspend access to the
Licensed Work by the Licensee or an Authorised School in the event of any breach or
suspected breach of this Agreement by the Licensee or such Authorised School or an
Authorised User at such School (including any suspected or actual infringement the
Publisher’s Intellectual Property Rights) until such time as any issue has been
determined and resolved. For the avoidance of doubt, only access to the Licensed Work
by the institution that is suspected of an infringement will be restricted until the issue
has been determined or resolved not the access to all the Authorised Schools
represented by the Licensee.

11. REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES, INDEMNIFICATION AND LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY IN
RESPECT OF THE LICENSED WORK

11.1.

The Licensee represents and warrants that it has sufficient authority and rights to enter
into and perform its obligations under this Licence.

11.2.

The Publisher warrants to the Licensee that the Licensed Work and all Intellectual
Property Rights therein are owned by or licensed to the Publisher and that the Licensed
Work used as contemplated in this Licence does not infringe any Intellectual Property
Rights of any natural or legal person. The Publisher agrees that Licensee, Authorised
Schools and Authorised Users shall have no liability and the Publisher will indemnify,
defend and hold the Licensee, Authorised Schools and Authorised Users harmless
against any and all damages, liabilities, claims, causes of action, legal fees and costs
incurred by Licensee, Authorised Schools and Authorised Users in defending against any
third party claim of Intellectual Property Rights infringements or threats of claims
thereof with respect of Licensee's, Authorised Schools’ or Authorised Users’ use of the
Licensed Work, provided that: (1) the use of the Licensed Work has been in full
compliance with the terms and conditions of this Licence; (2) Licensee and Authorised
Schools provides the Publisher with prompt notice of any such claim or threat of claim;
(3) Licensee and Authorised Schools co-operates fully with the Publisher in the defence
or settlement of such claim; and (4) the Publisher has sole and complete control over
the defence or settlement of such claim.

11.3.

Nothing in this Licence shall make the Licensee liable for breach of the terms of this
Licence by any Authorised School and/or Authorised User provided that the Licensee
did not cause, knowingly assist, or condone the continuation of such breach after
becoming aware of an actual breach having occurred.

11.4.

Nothing in this Licence shall make an Authorised School liable for a breach of the terms
of this Licence by an Authorised User provided that the Authorised School did not
cause, knowingly assist or condone the continuation of such breach after becoming
aware of an actual breach having occurred.

11.5.

Save as provided for in Clause 11.2, neither the Licensee, Authorised Schools nor the
Publisher will be liable to the other in contract or negligence or otherwise for (i) any
special, indirect, incidental, punitive or consequential damages (ii) loss of direct or
indirect profits, business, contracts, revenue or anticipated savings or for any increased
costs or expenses.

11.6.

No party limits its liability for (i) death or personal injury to the extent it results from its
negligence, or of its employees or agents in the course of their engagement; and (ii) its
own fraud or that of its employees or agents in the course of their engagement.

11.7.

The Publisher reserves the right to change the content, presentation, user facilities or
availability of parts of the Licensed Work and to make changes in any software used to
make the Licensed Work available at their sole discretion. The Publisher will notify the
Licensee and Authorised Schools of any substantial change to the Licensed Work,
through Subscriber News e-mails and/or posting on the Site.

11.8.

The Publisher makes no representation and gives no warranty express or implied with
regard to the accuracy of the information contained in or in any part of the Licensed

Work and the fitness of such information or part for any purposes whatsoever and the
Publisher accepts no liability for loss suffered or incurred by the Licensee, Authorised
Schools or Authorised Users as a result of their reliance on the Licensed Work or for any
loss suffered or incurred as a result of pages being omitted from the Licensed Work in
error provided the Publisher will rectify such omissions as soon as reasonably practical
on being made aware of them.
11.9.

The Licensee agrees to cause the Authorised Schools to provide the Publisher with
prompt notice and provide full particulars in the event that it becomes aware of any
actual, suspected or threatened claims by any third party in connection with works
contained in the Licensed Work and do all things reasonably required to assist the
Publisher in such claims. It is expressly agreed that upon such notification, or if the
Publisher becomes aware of such a claim from other sources, the Publisher may remove
such work(s) from the Licensed Work. Failure to report knowledge of any actual or
threatened claim by any third party shall be deemed a material breach of this Licence.
At the request of the Publisher, the Licensee will cause the Authorised Schools to use all
reasonable efforts to remove such work(s) from any copies of the Licensed Work
maintained by the Authorised Schools.

11.10. The Licensee will cause the Authorised Schools to represent to the Publisher that its
computer system through which the Licensed Work will be used is configured, and
procedures are in place, to prohibit access to the Licensed Work by any person other
than an Authorised User; that it shall inform Authorised Users about the conditions of
use of the Licensed Work; and that during the term of this Licence, the Licensee will
cause the Authorised Schools to continue to make all reasonable efforts to bar nonpermitted access and to convey appropriate use information to its Authorised Users.
12. FORCE MAJEURE
12.1.

Either party’s failure to perform any term or condition of this Licence as a result of
circumstances beyond the control of the relevant party (including without limitation,
war, strikes, flood, governmental restrictions, and power, telecommunications or
Internet failures or damages to or destruction of any network facilities) ["Force
Majeure"] shall not be deemed to be, or to give rise to, a breach of this Licence.

12.2.

If either party to this Licence is prevented or delayed in the performance of any of its
obligations under this Licence by Force Majeure and if such party gives written notice
thereof to the other party specifying the matters constituting Force Majeure together
with such evidence as it reasonably can give and specifying the period for which it is
estimated that such prevention or delay will continue, then the party in question shall
be excused the performance or the punctual performance as the case may be as from
the date of such notice for so long as such cause of prevention or delay shall continue.

13. ASSIGNMENT
13.1.

Save as provided herein, neither this Licence nor any of the rights under it may be
assigned or sub-licensed by the Licensee without obtaining the prior written consent of
the other Publisher. In any permitted assignment, the assignor shall procure and ensure

that the assignee shall assume all rights and obligations of the assignor under this
Licence and agrees to be bound to all the terms of this Licence.
14. GOVERNING LAW AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION
14.1.

This Licence shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English law and the
parties irrevocably agree that any dispute arising out of or in connection with this
Licence will be subject to and within the jurisdiction of the English courts.

14.2.

The parties agree to use best efforts to resolve disputes in an informal manner, by
decision of the Managing Director of the Publisher and the Licensee. Where the parties
agree that a dispute arising out of or in connection with this Licence would best be
resolved by the decision of an expert, they will agree upon the nature of the expert
required and together appoint a suitable expert by agreement.

14.3.

Any person to whom a reference is made under Clause 14.2 shall act as expert and not
as an arbitrator and his decision (which shall be given by him in writing and shall state
the reasons for his decision) shall be final and binding on the parties except in the case
of manifest error or fraud.

14.4.

Each party shall provide the expert with such information and documentation as he
may reasonably require for the purposes of his decision.

14.5.

The costs of the expert shall be borne by the parties in such proportions as the expert
may determine to be fair and reasonable in all circumstances or, if no determination is
made by the expert, by the parties in equal proportions.

15. NOTICES
15.1.

All notices required to be given under this Licence shall be given in writing in English
and sent by courier or special delivery to the relevant addressee at its address set out
below, or to such other address as may be notified by either party to the other from
time to time under this Licence, and all such notices shall be deemed to have been
received three days after posting where sent by special delivery or on despatch in the
case of despatch by courier. Copies of notices are to be sent to JCS Online Resources.
if to the Licensee:

to the Primary contact named on the Form

if to the Publisher

Donald D. Keller
President
World Book, Inc.
233 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 2000
Chicago, IL 60601
Email: Dkeller@worldbook.com

if to JCS Online Resources

Joyce Martin
Managing Director
JCS Online Resources
Prama House

267 Banbury Road
Oxford OX2 7HT
Email: joyce@jcsonlineresources.org
16. GENERAL
16.1.

This Licence, Schedules and Annexes constitute the entire agreement between the
parties relating to the Licensed Work and supersede all prior communications,
understandings and agreements (whether written or oral) relating to its subject matter
and may not be amended or modified except by agreement of both parties in writing.

16.2.

The Schedules and Annexes shall have the same force and effect as if expressly set in
the body of this Licence and any reference to this Licence shall include the Schedules
and Annexes.

16.3.

The invalidity or unenforceability of any provision of this Licence shall not affect the
continuation in force of the remainder of this Licence.

16.4.

The rights of the parties arising under this Licence shall not be waived except in writing.
Any waiver of any of a party's rights under this Licence or of any breach of this Licence
by the other party shall not be construed as a waiver of any other rights or of any other
or further breach. Failure by either party to exercise or enforce any rights conferred
upon it by this Licence shall not be deemed to be a waiver of any such rights or operate
so as to bar the exercise or enforcement thereof at any subsequent time or times.

ANNEX 1: LICENCE FEE AND PAYMENT TERMS

Details of the Licence Fee and payment terms are available from
JCS Online Resources

ANNEX 2: SAMPLE FORM

